
Chapter 185 

Ren Lina's special patient, in her 40s, is a little over 1.7 meters tall, but her weight is frightening, more 

than 90 kilograms. She has to pick her stomach when she pees standing. His position is not high, but his 

power is really not small. It is said that the top leaders of the county below often call on him. Small Mimi 

eyes and rosacea usually go to work in the morning, and then come to the hospital for treatment at 

more than ten o'clock. 

 

Not too many people come to visit him, not to mention others. Even the nurse station is filled with all 

kinds of gift boxes. Ordinary people see a doctor and buy a box of milk and eight treasure porridge. 

Flowers are essential to visit leaders at this level, and then there are all kinds of tonics. Gold, platinum 

and partners are all expensive and high-grade in the market, You can eat what you can't eat. Anyway, 

advertising is all over the world. 

 

The section chief is from Shaanxi and likes pasta. But the high starch content of pasta is not conducive to 

the control of blood sugar. The doctor advised him to eat as little as possible. He doesn't know who to 

listen to. The sunshine time in the frontier is long, and the sugar and starch content of flour is higher 

than that in the mainland. Therefore, he doesn't eat frontier flour and specially asks people to fly flour 

from the mainland. 

 

 

Although his rights are not small, he is particularly polite to doctors and nurses. He doesn't see a leader 

at all. His fat face has a natural smiling face. A driver is specially waiting on him. The inpatient ward is 

really similar to the office. People who report, receive and ask him for work are waiting in line. 

 

 

Zhang Fan and Ren Lina went to the ward round. The section chief was calling. When he saw the doctor, 

he hurried to the person on the other end of the phone and said, "don't say it first. My leaders are 

coming." Then immediately hung up the phone and stood up with a smile to receive the doctor. 

 

 

This first feeling is particularly comfortable. "Leader Ren, ouch, I really can't do it. I hit the bottle every 

day. Now my arms are swollen and can't lift up. Is this the new doctor? True spirit. " He also knew that 

Zhang Fan was a transferred doctor, but he also smiled, nodded and said hello. 

 

"You are the leader. You make fun of our little doctor in one day, but I have to say something about 

you." Ren Lina said to the section chief with a smile. 

 

 

"Oh, that's right. You criticize directly. If you fail to do it, you must make efforts in the future." The 

section chief asked the two doctors to sit down. His ward was a suite with a reception sofa and a desk 

outside. 

 



"I saw you secretly smoke again yesterday. Originally, your end limb circulation and nerves had some 

problems because of high blood sugar. Now your hands and feet are numb. You still smoke. And I heard 

from the nurse that the people who came to see you were still smoking in the ward. This is really bad for 

your recovery. After all, your body is your own. You have to pay attention no matter how busy you are. " 

 

 

"Yes, yes, we are all a group of educated and ignorant rough men. If we don't understand these, I must 

pay attention. I must pay attention. The blood sugar is measured every day, and the fingers and eggs are 

rotten. Can the leaders think of a way?" 

 

"Then you should cooperate with the treatment. In the future, you should eat less staple food and more 

vegetables and high protein food. If you go down with a meal of steamed bread and noodles, my 

treatment for a few days will be in vain." Ren Lina said angrily. 

 

 

"Ha ha! It's really a miracle doctor. I can even see what I eat. It's powerful and powerful. " Exaggerated 

words, but his face could not see that he was saying compliments. 

 

Zhang Fan looked at the section chief and almost laughed. He was smiling, kind and polite. He was 

surrounded by flower baskets. He looked like Maitreya lying in the flowers. 

 

 

That is, in internal medicine, surgery, especially general surgery, we will never let the flower basket into 

the ward, because there was a patient who was allergic to pollen. As a result, because he visited the 

flower basket sent by the patient, the patient who had just been operated on for a few days sneezed 

and opened the suture! Since then, Lao Huang has made it a rule that flower baskets are not allowed to 

enter the surgical building. 

 

After doing a physical examination, and then nagging a few words, Zhang Fan and Ren Lina went out“ 

Dr. Zhang, this patient is a leader. Although you are amiable now, you must pay attention to your words 

and deeds. " Ren Lina explained to Zhang Fan. What she didn't listen to was Zhang Fan's problem. It was 

good for her to explain it. 

 

The diabetes Department of Endocrinology Department shows a trend of two heads. One is the small 

cadres who were just rich when the country was just now. Although the end of the job market, the 

official position is no longer small. Many people used to overeat and drink now, and now they return, 

and they have to tie a stitch on three meals a day on the stomach. These people are almost all in the 

single ward. 

 

On the other hand, they have just left food and clothing, but have not yet entered a well-off family. They 

have a large intake of high fat and sugar. As a result, they won the bid in a few years. 

 

The number of people with diabetes in the middle of the food and clothing class is not very high, which 



may be very related to the usual diet. 

 

There are five doctors transferred to endocrinology department, and three female doctors want to stay 

in this department, because this department is the wife Department of the hospital, there are many 

women in it, and because there are many special patients in the Department, the probability of flying to 

the branches is also very high. And compared with the digestive department and respiratory 

department, the Department is also much cleaner. The respiratory department deals with sputum every 

day. The digestive department deals with either vomit or stool ~! Compared with the Department of 

Cardiology, this department is not so nervous and tired. So many young female doctors want to come. 

 

What I want to do is liver book. The director has a special position in the hospital. Two consecutive 

presidents respect her very much, so as long as I can pass the director, I can enter the endocrine. 

Otherwise, it's hard to find the president. 

 

There are many women in the Department, and there are many things, and there are many official 

wives, so comparison is inevitable. Therefore, although the Department is good, the atmosphere is not 

very good. 

 

Other departments are all for money. For the sake of patients, you are more than me. This department 

is very special. It has never bothered about money, and it is generous. The bonus will be given to the 

transferred doctors. Although it is not much, it is good for the transferred doctors. 

 

What's the contradiction in this department? It's in the competition. To put it bluntly, it's in the 

competition for husband or father-in-law. If you go to Thailand, I must go to Malaysia. 

 

You have done 500 hair, so I have to do a beauty care in a few days. This department is a leading 

department in the hospital. The new Apple phone is on the market. The female doctors in this 

department will definitely have one in a few days. So the doctors in this department can't stay. 

 

Although these wives do not deliberately despise ordinary doctors, their chat and dress really make 

ordinary family doctors unable to stay, "Ouch! It's really good today. My husband's relatives went to the 

United States and brought me a bag. It's just a little big. " Then show off the rotten bags with donkey 

signs or other luxuries. 

 

There are also more high-end ways to show off. Please help me see how this finger is a little red. As a 

result, there is a big diamond ring on my finger. The two male doctors in the Department hardly speak in 

the Department. Don't watch these women compare with each other every day, but if the male doctor 

quarrels with the female doctor, these women can definitely take care of the male doctor. So "it's better 

to be silent than ten thousand words." 

 

At work in the afternoon, Zhang Fan and several transferred doctors began to write medical records. 

Although this work is very boring, it is really something to study a doctor's treatment ideas, but there 

are too many patients in China, which has become a burden for doctors! Go to the doctor, either writing 

or changing the medical record! Not to study or think about a disease! 



 

"Dr. Zhang, I heard that you have good surgical skills. Last time director Wang of the hospital had a car 

accident, two orthopedic directors robbed the main knife, but they didn't rob you in the end! Isn't it? " 

This is a female vice senior who is a little older in grade, with prominent cheekbones and thin lips. 

Physicians are particularly forced. As long as they are not the director, they have to write medical 

records at that level. 

 

"Hehe, neither." Zhang Fan has no desire to chat with her. He wants to think about how to write the 

medical record. 

 

"Do you think Dr. Ren is beautiful and sexy?" Old women are born with the pleasure of teasing little 

cocks. 

 

"Dr. Chen, why, do you like Dr. Zhang! But it is estimated that he still likes green and astringent. " Doctor 

Ren looks beautiful and speaks well, but she is not a good friend. Otherwise, can she be a little doctor to 

clean up the clothes of a dandy husband? She doesn't have any skills. It's probably a little difficult to 

enter an official family just by her face. 

 

The female deputy high school doesn't respect her. She laughs at her old age. Anyway, the words are 

mixed with guns and sticks. This kind of family background is good. Unless the relationship at home is 

good, it is difficult for women to become friends. Even the normal colleague relationship can not be 

done well. 

 

"Well, good!" Zhang Fan was caught in the middle. Anyway, they didn't talk about serious things. He said 

so. He is not Li Hui. Why does Li Hui suffer so much in this department? He wants to show off. As a 

result, these are Millennium banshees. In a few days, he made Li Hui's affairs clear. Li Huiguang runs all 

over the street. Can he feel better! 

 

These young women's mature breath is too strong, just like ripe peaches. This breath can especially 

tempt the hairy boys to secrete a large amount of adrenal hormones and hormones. I can't blame Li Hui 

for being molested. After personnel, he can't control it! 

 

But Zhang fan can't. It's not that he doesn't understand. But he was under great pressure. After 

graduating from University, he had a system that made him lose his face for many years, and finally 

checked it openly! No longer need to knock on the door one by one with a smiling face. He stood up 

after kneeling for many years. 

 

In a forced word, it's not that I can't, but that I don't want to. The director of the Department has 

thrown out a weight to weigh his weight. Even if he didn't click on the internal medicine system, he 

would stand and say! Only when you lose something will you know what is most precious. Zhang Fan 

really cherishes the face he finally picked up. He has lost it once! He doesn't want to lose it again. 

 

Zhang Fan is boring. Several women can't do anything if they want to flirt. This kind of flirting is either a 

move or a crush on your age, experience, gender and IQ, which makes you embarrassed. Then, it seems 



like a handle. From time to time, they take out jokes and ridicule. Li Hui will definitely walk around when 

he sees the female endocrine doctor, I don't know what he told me. 

 

Some of the transferred doctors don't want to stay in this department. Although Zhang Fan doesn't 

want to stay in this department, he wants to learn more knowledge. Director Di is right. If you want to 

fly, you can practice your internal skills. 

 

The feeling of success is like the most powerful poison (a) in the world, which makes people obsessed. 

Now ordinary surgery and simple fixation can no longer make Zhang Fan feel a sense of achievement, 

but without a sense of achievement, he must go to a large number of operations, because this is a 

mandatory requirement of the system. 

 

These days, Zhang Fan is full of English words and various factors. Although English is not good, it can no 

longer be. He is also a 211 graduate on vacation. He can't speak English to people. He can't afford to lose 

that person. 

 

Obsessed, Zhang Fan is really obsessed. Walking on the road, he is also reviewing words. Even urination 

can think of the English explanation of water transforming urine. 

 

At this time, Zhang Fan is like returning to the time when he just got the system. He seizes all the time to 

temper and learn. In this state, Zhang Fan seemed very dull. In a few days, the female doctors in the 

Department also lost their interest in Zhang Fan. Because there are a lot of hairy boys who want to show 

off in front of them. 

 

Another young man didn't control it. He even told people how to kiss for the first time and where to 

open a room. A group of middle-aged women are so terrible that they dare not say anything. 

 

Women are special creatures. They are shy and mature when they are green, but once they bloom and 

bear fruit, they are terrible. If these terrible things come together, they are terrible! That is, their 

identity is a little limited, which makes them a little convergent! Otherwise, it's really terrible. 

 

A week has passed for two days. Zhang Fan didn't even chew down his first paper. It's really too difficult. 

He has to turn over a lot of information books, and there is no place to find many books in this small 

city. For the first time, it made Zhang Fan feel inconvenient in a small city! 

 

As long as he is not on duty, Zhang Fan will be in the dormitory. If not once, he will come twice. Anyway, 

he will try his best to understand these principles. Once the principle is passed, others will be easily 

solved, but the difficulty lies in this principle. There are too many theories and viewpoints, and there is 

no final conclusion on the role of many hormones, which is also one of the difficult places of endocrine. 

 

Several transferred doctors in the Department are also secretly competing. There is no need to compare 

surgery. You can see the skills of a transferred doctor in three days, but not in internal medicine. For 

those drugs, a doctor with heart can do it in a few days. How can we tell the difference between good 

and bad? Don't worry about the patients, because the ward round on Monday will come soon. Director 



Di's problem is tricky. This is the place for young doctors with real level to compete. 

 

It's no use reading through internal medicine! The basis for a truly competent physician to compete. For 

a cold and fever, several symptomatic drugs, such as analgesic, antipyretic and antihistamine, let alone 

doctors, are just looking for a few junior middle school students. Training for a week can also treat cold, 

fever and sneezing. 

 

Where is a really good doctor? A really good doctor must be a doctor who can understand the principle 

of disease. This is a good doctor. As long as he is familiar with the principle and mechanism, no matter 

how the disease changes, he can't escape the fire of his training. 

 

The difficulties come. It's really difficult to get through these mechanisms. Five years of hard work in 

college is not enough. If you want to make achievements after getting through, it's even more difficult. 

Go and see thousands of patients first. Let's talk about making achievements! 

 

Life is hard! But the human body is more difficult! 

 


